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On describing word order 
Randy LaPollo and DOlY Poa 
1.  Introduction 
One  aspect  that  is  al ways  discussed  in  language  descriptions,  no  malter 
how short they may be, is  word order.
1 
Bcginning with Greenberg  1963, it 
has been common to talk about word order using expressions such as "X is 
an  SOV  language",  where  "S"  represents  "subject",  "0"  represents 
"object", and "V" represents "verb".  Statements such as this are based on 
an assumption of comparability, an assumption that all  languages manifest 
the categories represented by "S", "0", and "V" (among others), and that 
word  order in  a11  languages can be described (and compared) using these 
categories.  Hawkins  (1983: 11)  makes  the  assumption  of comparability 
explicit:  'We  are  going  to  assume  that  the  categories of subject,  object, 
verb, adjective, genitive, nOLln,  adposition, etc. whose basic ordering we are 
going  to  study,  are  comparab  le  ac ross  languages'.  Hawkins  assumcs 
(following Greenberg) that 'semantic criteria will suffice to make thc cross-
linguistic equation'  (ibid.).  That is,  the assumption  is  either that there are 
cross-linguistic  grammatical  categories  instantiated  in  all  languages  that 
can be identified using semantic criteria (basically translation equivalents), 
and  that  there  are  universal  principles  based  on  these  crnss-linguistic 
grammatical  categories  underlying  thc  organization  of the  clause  in  all 
languages,  or  that  grammatical  categories  can  be  ignored  in  describing 
word order, as semantic categories will suffice (here assuming that "s" and 
"0"  represent  s~mantic  categories  equivalent  to  "s  +  A"  and  "P" 
respectiveiy), ami again, that thc same principles" based on these semantic 
categories, undcrlic word order in  all  languagcs.- These assL,lll1ptions  have 
aftected  much  01'  thc  work  done  on  \vord  order  typolog/,  syntax,  and 
grammatical  dc:-;criptilln  in  the  lost  forty  ycars,  evcn though  a  ntll11ber  of 
scholars  ha\'c  talked  about  problems  \\ith  the  comparability  assLll11ption 
(c.g.  Schachter  ]l)77;  Dixon  191':0;  Blallsitt  1984,  Nichols  1984,  1986; 
Foley and Van  Valin  1984;  Van  Valin  191\5,  191\6;  Lchmann  1986;  Dryer 270  Rand)' LoPo//a ami Don' Poa  .  . 
1986,  1988a,  1992,  1997;  LaPolla  1993, 2002, 2003). Even thc discovery 
of the  famous  "non-configurational"'  languages  (e.g.  Walbiri  [Haie  1981, 
1983] and Dyirbal [Dixon  1972]) and ergative syntax (Dixon  1972,  1979, 
1994) did not shake the foundations of these assumptions. 
In  this  paper  \ve  \vould  like  to  argue  that  there  are  no  universal 
categories of grammatical  relations  instantiatecl  in  all  languagcs, and  the 
principles that determine word order arc not the same for all languages, and 
so  we  should  not  assume  comparability  across  languages  based  on 
semantics. We should also not ignore the grammatical categories that have 
grammaticalized  in  a  language  and  the  possible  role  they  play  in 
determining word order (as grammaticalized categories) in  that language. 
Each  language  is  a  unique  set  of language-specific  conventions,  and  so 
each language should be described in its own telms (LaPolla 2003). That is, 
when describing a language, we should not assume that there are universal 
categories of grammatical  relations,  and that word order in all  languages 
can be explained lIsing them, for example making statements such as "X is 
an  SOV  lanbITuage":  \\"c  should describe  for each  language the  principles 
~  l 
that determine the  word order pattems fOHnd  in  that language.· following 
we  will  takc  English,  Chinese,  and  Tagalog  as  examples  of languages 
where the organization of the c\ause f01l0ws di fferent principles.' 
2.  The grammaticaI organization of the dause in English 
To  explain  the  principles  that  determine  word  order  in  English,  we  will 
need  to talk about  Finite and  Subiect.
6 
The  Finite  element expresses  the 
tense and often modality. The Subject specifies the entity about which the 
proposition is  making an arguable statement.  There  is  a  grammaticalized 
subject-prcdicatc rclation whieh is  distinct  fro111 , and l11uch  tighter than,  a 
topic-comment  relation.  Non-Subject  argumcnts  can  preccde  thc  Subject 
(appearing as  Theme  7),  but no arguments can  appear between the  Subject 
and thc predicate; unless it  appears as Theme, the dircct object must follow 
the verb, and is  defined palily by its postvcrbal position. Subject and Finite 
both  appear obligatorily  in  preverbal  position,  and  can  be  identified  by 
adding a tag question to the end of the c\ause (where the finite has reversed 
polarity): 
( I) Y.mvlid lock fhe  d(l(l/".  d..it..i.JlJ.  mu? 
(2) ThO_~  I \".1  ) 1"0 11M  1/  • I  ("() 1/1 C h(/ (' k.  1l"!'.!J.lillLz c.)-:) 
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Rclationship of Subject and finite to clause type: 
[n  English,  the  appearance/non-appearance and the  order of Slibject and 
finite mark the mood of the clausc. If there is  no finite in the clause, then 
the mood is  imperatiw: 
Table I. No finite = imperative 
(3 ) 
(4) 
(5) 
(No) S ubject 
YOII 
No Finite 
See hillz lafer foda)'. 
COllie 101lIOrrOH·. 
SfOP by sOllle lillle.' 
lf the  Subject  and  finite  are  both  present  in  the  clause  or  are  easily 
recovered from the co-text, then the clause is  in  the indicative mood, and 
the  order of Subject  and  Finite  determines  the  grammatical  form  of the 
clause as (indicative-)declarative or (indicative-)interrogative: 
Table 2. Subject before Finite = declarative 
Subject  Finite 
(6)  [  Hi// 
(7)  rOll  CO 11 
(8)  The chairman  is 
Tobte 3. Finite bcfore Subject = yes/l1o interrogati\e 
Subject 
Will 
Cu 11 
1.1 
Finite 
[ 
\"01/ 
Ihe c!zuimz(//z 
see hil/1  later IOc!tl\". 
COllie IOI110r/"0\1'. 
Ims)" fUc!OY. 
sec hillz laler today. 
COllie fOIlIOITOl\·. 
bus\" /Odal". 
In  a  WH-interrogative,  the  \VH-v.;ord  appears  as  Theme  obligatorily, 
marklllg  not  only  that  the  clause  is  interrogativc,  but  also  what  type of 
information is  bcing asked for.  [I' the WH- element is  the Subject, then the 
order of Subject  and Finite is  Subjcct belore  Finite,  in  order to  keep the 
\\'11- element  as  the  Themc,  but  otherwise  the  order  is  Finite  before 
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T({!J1e 4, WH-illtermgative with WH-element as  Subject 
WH-Subjecl  Finite 
(6"')  IV/zo  \\'i  11  see Izilll  /lITer (odil\', 
(r)  H'lzo  ('{/lI  cOllie (OI!WITO\t', 
(S"  )  \l'  h ()  is  /)/(\'\' rodil\', 
Tahle 5, WH-interrogative with  WH-elel11ent,~s ot,--h-,-el_'  t-"-h::..:,acc l1,-S=-L=-lb"",j,e,,,-,-c=-1 _____  _ 
(9)  Wlzm 
(10)  Wherc 
(I 1  )  Wh 1'11 
(12)  W/zose dog 
( 13)  Who 
Finite  Subjecl 
\I'ill  /ze  hring (0 (he flarty 
/lCI.\ 
nll1 
IS 
({re 
111\' doggie 
I 
/ze:) 
(/zn:' 
gOlle:) 
,\ee/zil1l~ 
Word  order in  English  then  is  llsed on  the  one  hand  to  mark  certain 
grammatical relations, ami  also to mark the mood of the clause,' Although 
there are certain elements that are  obligatorily thematic,  English  is  not  a 
"fixed" word order langllage:  the word order is  llsed  for the grammatieal 
purposes  just  mentioned,  and  so  a  difference  in  \\'ord  order  means  a 
difference in  the interpretation of grammatical relations or mood, The term 
"subject" is  a Llseful  one for English because English has grammaticalized 
the same sort of pivot in  a  large llumber of constructions in  the language; 
one of these  constnlctions  is  the  clause itself.  For this  language,  then,  it 
may  seem  to  make  sense  to  talk  of SVO  word  order,  as  there  is  a 
graml1latical  relation  of Subject,  and  it  is  mainly  defined  by  pre\'erbal 
po~ition in  the  clause,  and  there  is  also  a  grammatical  relation of direct 
object,  and  this  is  mainly  defined  by  post\erbal  position  in  the  claLlSe 
(conversely we cOLlld  say that the grammatical relations detel111ine the word 
order),  but  the  concepts of "subject"  amI  "dircet object"  have  no  cross-
linguistic  validity,  Even  if \\e  were  to  use  these  terms  to  define  some 
grammatical  category  in  all  languages,  the  definitions  would  all  be 
language-specific, and  so  simply  using the ten11  "sllbject" would  not tell 
you wh  at  the author meant bv the use of the term,  what the nature of the 
category  is,  or to  what extent  those categories determine the  word order. 
For example,  we  might  say that  Dyirbal  (DixOll  1972)  has  a  Subjee1.  as 
there are  a number of constructions that  share the same sort uf pivot, but 
that pi\ot is an [S,P] pivot, not an [S,AJ pivot as in English, and the pivot is 
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not  dctin~d  by  and  does  not  determine  word  order.  Using  scmantic 
equivalclKe to talk about Dyirbal  word order would e<Luse  lIS  to miss the 
pivots 01' that language and to be misled into thinking not only that there 
are  [A,S]  pivots  in  the  language,  but  also  that  these  imagined  pivots 
determinc the word order. (An inherently definitional relationship between 
word  order and  grammatical  relations  is  e\okecl  once  we  start  using  the 
catcgories "S" and "0" in  talking abollt  word order.)  Even if a  language 
has a set of [A,S] pivots, the set may not be the same as in  other languages 
with [A,S] pivots, For example, Italian has an  [A,S] pivot for some of the 
same  eonstruetions  as  English,  but  not  for  cross-clause  eo-referenee  in 
coordinate elauses (e,g, .lohn hit Bill and criedJ,  Therefore even for English 
111 
the "SVO" type of eharaeterization should bc avoided,  What we should do 
when deseribing a language is  list the partieular pivots found (if any) in the 
language  (they  may  not  all  be  of one  type  - Dixon  (2000)  shows  that 
Jarawara,  an  Amazonian  languagc,  has  two  pivot  possibilities,  neither 
deri  ved from the other, amI  Van Val in  (1981) shows that Jacaltee, a Central 
Ameriean  language,  has  a  mixed  set  of pivots),  and  what  eonstnlctions 
manifest them, for example in  English to say there is an [A,S] pivot for the 
basic clause strllctllre, for cross-clause co-reference in coordination, and for 
"raising",  but  not  for  relative  clauses,  Independent  of the  statement  of 
pivots, we need to talk about the principles that determine word order in the 
clause, In the case of English, the order of phrases (not words) in the clause 
is  to  a  large extent determined by this pivot, with the  pivot preceding the 
verb, while non-pivot arguments follow the verb, 
2. The grammatical organization of the dause in  Chinese 
Herbert A,  Giles, in the preface to his dictionary of Chinese (1892:x), llsed 
expressions such as  'that elusi\'e mysterious quidclity' when refcrring to the 
organizational  principles  of Chinese  cliseourse,  He  said  " ...  Chinese  is 
essentially  supra  grul/ll/lC/ticclIll".  In  fact  the  organization  of  Chinese 
discourse is not so 'elusive' or 'll1ysteriollS', it  is simply different from the 
Indo-European languagcs in that Chinese has not grammaticalized the same 
typcs  of mechanisms  (such  CIS  use  of word  order,  case  marking,  verb 
agreement, tense marking, cross-clause co-reference pivots) for obligatorily 
c()nstraining the identification of referents, the partiCLdar semantie relation 
()f a referent to the action it  is  involved in, the identification of the temporal 
location of the event lllcntioned relative to the speech act time, and eertain 274  Rand\' LaPolla Lll/d Dar\' 1'110 
other  functional  domains.  Tlwt  is,  the  hearer  must  rcly  Oll  rl'i;lti\ cly 
unconstrained  inferencc  in  dctcrmining  the  speaker's  cOl11ll1unic<ltive 
intention.  This  is  what  Wilhelm  von  Humboldt  meant  by  saying  that 
Chinese 'consigns all grall11J7atico/fimll of the language to the 11'ork 0/  {he 
l1lind' (I R63[1988]: 230; italics in original). 
A  number of Chinese  scholars  have  understood  the  difference  in  the 
organizational  structure of the  Chinese  clause.  Y.  R.  Chao (1968:69-70) 
saw clearly that  the  principles  involved  in  the  structure of the  clause  in 
Chinese  were  not  the  same  as  in  English.  Although  he  used  the  telms 
"subject" and '"predicate", they were defined  in  Chinese-specific terms  as 
simply topic and comment, with no necessary association of subject with 
actor  or  any  other  semantic  role.  Because  of this,  he  argued  that  '"A 
corollary to the topic-comment natme of predication is  that the direction of 
action in  an  action verb in  the predicate need not go outward l1-om subject 
to  object.  Even  in  an  N-V-N'  sequencc_  such  as  [gall  yao  ren  (dog  bite 
man»),  it is not always certain that the action goes out\\'ard from  N to N'." 
(p.  70).  Chao  gave  the  following  examples  of the  100seness  of topic-
comment logical stmcture relative to subject-predicate (1968:71; recast  lD 
.  d'  I  I  11  pinYll1 an  wlt 1 my gosses): 
( 14) tä 
3sg 
shi  ge  rlben 
COPULA  CL  Japan 
'His servant is a Japanesc \\,Ol11al1.' 
ny  uren. 
woman 
(15)  tä  shi  Yl-ge  meigu6  zhangfu. 
3sg  COPULA  ()He-CL  America  husband 
'She is (a casc of being married to) an  American husbancl.' 
(16)  nIe  (ile  xiezi)  ye  pli-lI'" 
(17) 
2sg  (ASSOC  shoe)  also  broken-CSM 
'You( r shoes) are also worn throllgh.' 
wo  (eie  qilinbi)  bi  nJ 
Isg  (ASSOC  pcncill  COMPAR  ~sg 
-r am  (111Y  pencil is) sharper than YOll( r5).' 
(de) 
(ASSOC) 
jic/ll. 
point)' 
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Chall  (1955,  1959) arguect  that  \\'ord order is  not detennined by,  anct 
eloes not affcct the interpretation of actor \lS. non-actor; he sa\\' the clause as 
analogous  to  a  function  in  logic:  the  argument  is  an  argument  of the 
functiol1,  and  the  truth  value  is  unaffected  by  its  position  in  the  clause 
( 1959:254).  He  said  there  are  no  exceptions  to  topic-comment  order  in 
Chinese, though there are some clauses that only have C0111111ents  (e.g. Xiil 
yti/dfall rain CSM) 'Ws raining'). 
Like Chao, Lü Shuxiang, another eminent Chinese syntactician, defined 
"subject" as "topic", whatever comes first in the sentence, which can have 
any  semantic  role  (1979:  72-73).  He  argued  that  since  ":mbject"  and 
"objecl"  can both be filled by any sel11antic role, and are to a certain extent 
interchangeable,  then  we  can  say  that  subject  is  simply  one  of  the 
arguments  of the  verb  that  happens  to  be  in  topic  position.  One  of the 
examples of what he meant by "interchangeable" is  [chuänghu y'ijTng hu-le 
zh,]  (windcnv  already  paste-CSM  paper)]  'The  window  has  already  been 
pasted with paper'  vs.  [zhl y'ijlng hü-Ie chuDanghu (paper already paste-
CSM  window»)  'The paper has  already  been pasted  on the  window'.  Lii 
gave the analogy of a  committee where each member has his or her own 
duties,  but  each  member  can  also  take  tums  being  chairperson  of the 
committee. Some members will get to be chaim1an more than others, and 
S0111e  may never get to be chairman, but each has the possibility of filling 
both roles. 
Li  and  Thol11pson  (197R:  687) recognized that 'word order in  Chinese 
seryes  primarily  to  signal  semantic  and  pragmatic  factors  rather  than 
grammatical  relations  such  as  subject, direct  object,  indirect object'  (see 
also Li and Thompson 1975, 1981: 19), but their idea of Chinese as "topic-
prominent" (Li  and Thompson  1976) was not as radical a  depatiure  from 
the English-based conception of clause structure as Chao's. 
It is not possiblc to dcfine "subject" and "object" in terms of word order 
in  Chinese,  or  to  sav  that  word  order  is  detennined  by  '"subject"  and 
"object".IC  For exam;le,  in  (18)-(20),  the  same  worcl  order has  multiple 
interpretations.  [n  (18)  and  (19)  we  have  ",hat  is  often  be  described  as 
"SVO"  word  order,  but  the  interpretations  possible  show  that  such  a 
characterization is lllisicading, as the interpretation is not necessarily A VP. 276  Rand\' rupollu uni! [)O/T Pilil 
(] X)  Zhängsäll  xiang-si  \I  (~)  le.  (adaplCd frorn Pan  1l)l)X) 
PN  think-die  Isg  CS1\1 
a.  'Zhangsan l11issed  l11e  so much that he ncarly died.' 
b. 'I missecl Zhangsan so ll1uch that I ncarly died.' 
(19)  I\lCi-yoli 
NEG-exist 
rell  keyi  lien  lIellti. (attested exall1ple) 
person  can  ask  question 
a.  '(There is) No one (\\'ho) can ask questions.' 
b. 'There is  110 one to ask questions of.' 
In  (20) we have  a  very  eommon pattem  where two  noun  phrases appear 
before the verb, but no eonstraint on the interpretation of the semantie roles 
of the two referents is  imposed on the clause by the syntax, as it  would be 
in English, 
(20)  2M-ge 
thi,-CL 
rell  slu!:i 
who 
dOll 
all 
a.  'This person doesn't know anyone.' 
b. 'No one knows this person.' 
bLi  renshi. (Chao 1968:325) 
NECi  knO\\ 
In  (21) are more examples of the "interehangeable" nature of man\' dauses 
in  Chinese  disellssed  by  Lü  (1979).  U  The  differenee  in  interpr~tation in 
Chinese with the different word orders is  not one of aetor vs, patient. but in 
terms of what is the topie and what is  not the topie. 
(21)a.  Shlli  jiäo  hllä 
waten 11.)  water( \.)  floller 
'The weller  waters the tl  0 lI'ers ' 
h.  lao{ul/zi  shJi 
old.man  sun(v.)  sun(n.) 
'The old man basks in the s\ln' 
a.  huJ  jiäo  Shlli 
tlo\wr  water(I'.)  water(I1.) 
'The fl()\\'crs are waterecl 
b) lhe water ' 
laolollLI 
sun(n.)  sun(v.) olclman 
'The slIn  shines on the n  ld 
rrwn' 
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In  English,  the  interaction of Theme-Rheme  strueture  and  SLlbjeet-Finite 
structure  explain  mueh  abmtt  word  order  (see  tor  exal11ple  the  sentenee 
Who  (/r(:'  Ihe.l':)  in  (13)).  Another faetor imolved in  the organization of the 
elause is  information strueture (as diseussed in  Lambreeht  1994),I~ This is 
the distribution of the topieal and foeal elements of the clause. Essentially, 
topieal elements are elements within the pragmatie presupposition, what we 
are talking abmtt,  as  topies, or parts of the total message we ean take  for 
granted  (as  they  were  mentioned  betore,  eommonly  known,  01'  ean  be 
inferred from eontext). The foea!  element is the part that we eannot take for 
grantetl, and so must be supplied by the speaker. The eombination of these 
two elements is  what makes a  elause a  piece of new infonnation. This is 
independent of the aetivation status of referents as  identifiable or not in  the 
mind of the  addressee.  In  English,  infomlation  strueture  is  marked  more 
often  by  a  change  in  intonation,  as  \vord  order  is  marking  grammatieal 
relations  and  mood.  In Chinese, there  is  no  Subjeet-Finite strueture,  and 
there  are  few  elements  that  are  obligatorily  thematie;  the  word  order  is 
detennined by the fo!lowing prineiple of information strueture:  I, 
The principle of word order in Chinese: 'Topical or non-focal NPs occur 
preverbally  ami  focal  or  non-topical  NPs  occur  post-verbally.'  (LaPolla 
1995a: 310) 
The strueture of the Chinese elause is  then quite different from that of thc 
Eng!ish  clause.  In  English  the  graml11atiealization  of the  eonstraints  on 
referent  identifieation  we  lump  togerher  under  the  nal11es  "subjeet"  and 
'direet objeet' have led to there being tight logieal relations between those 
partiCltlar referents and the predieate. Other referents whieh are mentioned 
ean  on!y  be  added  through  the  modulation  of  minor  processes 
(prepositions), and so are e!early marked as  periphera!. The eoneeption of 
the  dause  for  speakers  of English  and  similarly  struetured  languages  is 
based on these relations, ami has implieations outside of language (e.g. the 
development  of Aristotelian  10gie),lr,  In  Chinese  the  eoneeption  of  the 
clause is based simply on  a  funetion-argument type of loose relationship, 
with the topie-eoml11ent relation being the l1lain  determinant ofword order, 
without  regard  to  obligatOl'y  explieit  marking  of  the  semantie  or 
grammatieal relations of the referents imolved. The differenee betvveen the 
two  eoneeptions  of  the  clause  is  panieularly  elear  when  we  look  at 278  Ral/ch' LaPofla ulld Dor',' Poa 
examples  such  as  (22)  (from  R1Jlin  Wjjshi,  an  early  I Xth  ccntury 
vernacular novel): 
(22)  (a)  YlI,l n  chi  0  nJ(1  Ili:in.  y~  ceng 
PN  dynasty  end  year  aiso  EXP 
chü-fe  yT-ge  LfiilIJslJ ilhfllo  de  ren. 
emerge-CSM  one-CL  honest.and.upright  ASSOC  person 
'At  the  end  of the  Yuan  dynasty,  there  appeared  an  hone,t  and 
uprigbt person' 
(b I)  Ren  xing 
surnamed 
Wang, 
PN 
(b.2)  Jl1/ll[!  l\.1i:ln 
person  given.named  PN 
'(This) person was surnamed Wang, and had the given name Mian.' 
(b.3)  Zlli  Zhüji-xiiin  xiangciln  jL7zhii: 
LOC  PN-county  countryside  live 
'(be) ii\'Cd  in the countryside of Zbuji county' 
(bA)  qT  Sill  sM  sI-fe  fuqTn 
seven  years.oid  time  die-CSM  father 
'when he was seven his father died' 
(c.i)  ra  möqJn 
mother 
ZUD  xii:  zhenzhi. 
3sg  do  some  sewtng 
'his mother dill  some sewing' 
(c.2)  gnngji  tti  dilo  CÜIl  xlleting-fi  qii  dushü. 
,uppiy  3sg  ALL  \'illage  schooi-in  go  study 
'to give him mone)' to  go  to  the  \'illage schoo1 to study.' 
This  is  a  very  typical  stretch  of Chinese  narrative  text.  The  first  c1ause 
introduces  a  new  referent,  then  this  referent  becomes  the  topic  of the 
following  fom clauses.  A re!ated referent is  then the  topic of the next t\\O 
clauses. The structure of all  the clauses except the first  is  "topic-comment". 
The tirst clause is  presentative. a "sentence focus" constntction (Lambrecht 
1994;  LaPo11a  1995a),  and  so  does  not  have  a  topic  (the  temporal 
expression locates the eyent in  time. but is  not the topic of the predication). 
The clause in (22bA) also follows the  usual "topic-comment" structure, but 
many  scholars have analyzed this  stntcture as  being aberrant because the 
NP  representing  the  one  who  died  appears  after the  intransitive  verb  si 
'die'. They say it  is  aberrant bccause they are assUlning a subject-prcdicate 
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structurc  for  the  clause,  Assuming  that  word  order  defines  subject  and 
object \\ould force us to say that SI 'die' is  Cl  transitive verb, H?Il 'person' (= 
Wang  Mian)  is  the  subject and  actor,  and  Illqin 'fathcr'  is  the object and 
patient. clearly an  inappropriate analysis,  The  type of clause in  (22bA)  is 
actua11y  not  a  special  exceptional  type of clause;  the  form  of this  clause 
fo11ows  naturally from the factors  that dderl11ine  word order in  Mandarin: 
the nature ofelcments bcing focal  (01' at  least non-topical) vs.  topical (or at 
least non-focal). 
The clause form  in  (22bA) in\'oh'es two  pal1s,  a topic and a comment. 
\\That  seel11S  to  make this clause unusual is  that the COl11l11ent takes the form 
of an  event-central  presentative clause.  Event-central  presentative clauses 
assert  the existence (happening) of an event.  These clauses do  not have a 
two-part  topic-comment  structure;  they  are  thetic  rat her than  categorical. 
An example in  Chinese is  Xiii yu Je (fall rain CSM)  'It's raining'. As in this 
example, ifthere is an  NP in an event-central clause, it must appeal' in  post-
verbal position for  the clause to  have the event-central  interpretation. The 
NP is  often non-referential (e.g. yiJ  'rain'  in  the example just giyen), but it 
may  be  referential  (e.g,  li/qJn  'father'  in  (22bA)),  eyen  a  proper  name. 
What  is  il11portant  is  that  it  not  be  interpreted as  a  topic  of a  categorical 
statement.  That  is  why  the  NP  has  to  appear in  post-verbal  position,  to 
prevent such an  interpretation. 
An  event-central expression can also appear as  the  COl11l11ent  in  a topic-
comment structure. In these cases, generally the topic is the possessor of, or 
is  in  some  way  related  to,  the  NP  in  the  eyent-central  expression,  as  in 
(22bA). In  (22bA), fLiqin 'father' is  made non-topical  by  being placed in 
postverbal  position.  This  is  done  so  that  the  dying  of the  father  can  be 
expressed as  an  event-central statement, which is  then asserted of the topic. 
Were fL/qiIl  'father' to  appear in  preyerbal  position, as  in  ~V;i[Jg Alii'in de 
ft)qJ])  si-Je  (PI"  ASSOC  father  die-CSivf)  'Wang Mian's  father  died',  the 
clause  would  be  a  categorical  statement  about  the  topic  "Vang  Mian's 
father', that  he  died.  That  is,  though this clause and (22bA) seem similar, 
they are in  fact saying quite different things, 
Two other  C0l111110n  word order patterns in  Chinese are problematic if 
we trl' tu  apply a subject-predicate analysis, but are easily explainable with 
an  infoll11ation  structure  analysis:  the  double  topic  construction  (Teng 
1974) and  the  split  referent construction.  In  the  double topic construction 
the refcrents oftwo independent NPs haye some relationship to each other, 
usually possessor-possessed  01'  whole-part.  The  possessol' or whole  is  the 
pri I11Jry  topic, and the posscssed or part is a secondary topic: 280  Ran(h' La?ol!a alld Don' ?(}u 
(23)  a.  Wo  duzi  e  Je.  b.  WOollfeg  .... g  .. 
I sg  belly  hungry  CSM  1  sg  heau  hurt 
Tm hungry.'  '1  have a headache.· 
c.  Nei  xif'  pingguo  pi  yijing  xiäo-hiio-le 
that  few  apple  skin  already  peel-COMPLETE-CS  I'vl 
'TllO~e apples (J/you/he) already peeled. 
In this type of double topic construction, thc main topic (' I sg' in  [23a-
b]) is  semantically the possessor of the secondary topic ('belly' /'head'), but 
it  is  not  grammatically  marked  as  such,  as  the  secondary  topic  is 
pragmatically incorporated into the comment about the main topic. Within 
this  comment  there  is  also  a  topic-comment  structure,  with  a  comment 
about  the  secondary  topic,  l.e.  the  structure  IS  [Topic  [Topic 
17, ! S 
Comment]comment] . 
In  the  split  referent  construction"  there  is  the  same  SOll  of semantic 
relationship between the referents of two NPs, and the possessed element or 
part  is  incorporated  into  the  comment  about  the  topic,  but  rather  than 
appearing as  a secondary topic, the possessed element or pall appears in a 
non-topic position: 
(24)  NEi  xie  plngguo  yijIng  xiiio-hflO-le  pi. 
that  few  apple  already  peel-COMPLETE-CSM  skin 
'Those apple~ (l/you/he) already peded. 
fn  fact  the  structure  of (24)  is  the  same  as  that  of (22b.4).  With  an 
information  structure  analysis  we  can  see  the  principles  underlying  the 
three  constructions  and  easily  explain  their structures  and  occurrence  in 
discourse.  This would not  be possible with an explanation of word order 
based on grammatical relations. 
Notice  that  we  are  not  saying  that  if we  did  a  count  of elauses  il1 
Chinese texts we would not find that in a large number of clauses, possibly 
even  the  majority  of clauses,  an  actor appears  before  the  verb  and/or a 
patient appears after the verb. What we are saying is  that to characterize the 
pattern  found  as  "SVO"  (or  Chinese  as  an  "SVO"  language)  would  be 
incorrect,  as  it  is  not  the  case  that  what  is  determining  the  word  order 
pattern  is  one referent being "S" and one  referent being "0" (with  their 
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grammatical  statuses  detennined  by  their  position  or  their  position 
determined  by  their  grammatical  statuses).  fn  fact  given  the  pragmatic 
prineiplc for  detelmining word order in  Chinese,  we  would expect to find 
aetors  more frequently before the verb and  patients more frequently  after 
the verb, as cross-linguistically actors are more often topical, while patients 
are  more often  foeal.  It is  the pragmatic nature of the actor as  topic  that 
results  in  the  NP  referring  to  the  actor often  appearing  in  clause-initial 
position, and the pragmatic nature of the patient as focal that results in  the 
NP referring to the patient often appearing in  post-verbal position. That is, 
the fact that they were actors and patients may have led to them being more 
topical or more focal, but the fact of being actors or patients in and of itsel f 
is not what made them appear in preverbal or postverbal position. When we 
describe  Chinese  then,  we  should  say  that  Chinese  clauses  are  often 
(though not obligatorily) verb medial, as  NPs representing topical and non-
focal  referents appear betore the verb and focal and NPs representing 11011-
topical  referents  appear  after  the  verb,  with  the  position  of any  NPs 
appearing in  the clause (none are obligatory) before or after the verb being 
based on their nature as topical or as part of the focus respectively. 
3. The grammatical organization of the cIause in  Tagalog 
Tagalog  (Austronesian;  the  Philippines)  has  grammaticalized  a  type  of 
pivot in many constructions, but word order in the clause is not detem1ined 
by (and does not determine) grammatical relations. The ability to appear as 
pivot is also not restricted to one or two types of argument, as it is in many 
languages;  even  semantically peripheral  arguments  can appear as  pivots. 
The  argument  that  is  the  topic  (what  the  clause  is  a  statement  ab out) 
appears as the pivot. In the examples in  (25) the pivot argument is in bold: 
(25)  a.  (aetar pivot) 
KIIIII({ill  /lg  kaI/in  si  Maria  so  mesa. 
eating-AP  GEN  rice  SPEC  Maria  LOC  table 
'l\laria ate riee at the table.' 282  Ran{/)' LaPolla and Dar\' I'oa 
b.  (undergoer pivot) 
Kinain  ni  i\1aria  ang  kaI/in  sa  !IIC.\'({ . 
eating-UP  GEN  Maria  SPEC  nce  LOC  table 
'The rice was eaten by  Maria at the table.' 
c.  (Iocative pivot) 
Kina inan  11/  Maria  ng  kanin  al/g  mesa. 
eating-LP  GEN  Maria  GEN  rice  SPEC  table 
'The tahte was used as an  eating place by Maria.' 
d.  (instrumental pivot) 
Pinangkilin  ng  kanin  ni  !vlaria  ang  kamay. 
eating-IP  GEN  nce  GEN  Maria  SPEC  hand(s) 
'Hands were used for eating by Maria' 
Unmarked word order is  generally predicate initial.  The predicate can be 
any f01111  class.
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The order of the arguments that appear in the clause, both 
semantically required  arguments and  peripheral  arguments, is  determined 
by  the  form  the  argument  takes  (pronoun  or  noun)  and  whether  the 
argument is within the focus or not. This is  expressed in the word order by 
being  before  or  after  the  pivot  argument  respectively.  The  "heaviness" 
(Iength  and  complexity) of an  argument can also affect  its  position, with 
heavy ng-marked arguments occuring after a "light" ang-marked argument. 
The  examples just  given  appear  with  a  particular order,  but  many other 
orders would be possible. For example, (25a) could also have the following 
orders  (among  others),  with  no  difference  in  the  interpretation  of 
grammatical relations: 
(26)  a.  Sa lI1esa  kllmainng kanin si l'v!aria. 
b.  Kllll1ain  sa l1lesa  ng kanin si Maria. 
c.  Kllll1ain si Maria ng kanin sa mesa. 
d.  Kllll1ain sa l1lesa si Maria ng kanin. 
In  the examples in  (25)  we have actor pivot, undergoer pivot, locative 
pivot,  and  instmmental  pivot  clauses,  respectively,  all  based  around  the 
root kain 'eating'. The affixes that the root acting as predicate takes and the 
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articlc  hefore  the  pivot  argument  both  point to  a  partietdar argument  as 
bcing thc pivot.  The affixes on  the root inform us of the semantic role of 
the pivot. [n  these examples the infix -U/Jl- occurs in  the actor pi vot clause 
and -in- occurs in  the (realis perfecti ve) undergoer pivot clause. The latter 
infix  also occurs  in the (realis perfective) locative and instmmental pivot 
clauses,  together  with  the  -(h)an  suffix  in  the  locative  clause  and  the 
instmmental adjective-forming pang- prefix  in  the instmmental clause. At 
the same time, the pivot argument is marked with the article si,  where it is a 
singular proper name, or {{ng,  where it  is  a  common noun. The non-pivot 
core arguments take the article ni if they are singular proper names or ng 
[noIJJ  if they are  common nouns. The non-pivot semantically locative and 
oblique arguments take prepositions that mark their semantic roles. There is 
no marking of semantic role for actor and undergoer, only marking of their 
status  as  topical  (the  pivot)  or  not.  In  these  constmctions  there  is 
foregrounding  of  a  particular  argument  as  topic,  but  there  is  no 
hackgrounding  of  any  other  argument  in  the  sense  of  changing  an 
argument's status as  a core argument or its  ability to appear overtly in  the 
clause.  The  passive  English translations  given for  these clauses then  are 
somewhat misleading, as  the non-pivot actor is  still very important to the 
clause.  If we  look at,  for  example,  (25c),  this  might  become  clear.  This 
sentence might be used in a situation such as the following:
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(27)  Q:  Bakit  nw-dlllJli  al/g  mesa? 
why  ST  A T -dirtiness  SPEC table 
'Why is the tahte dirty?' 
A:  K({si,  kin({;nan  ni  Maria  ng  kanin 
because  eating-LP  GEN  Maria  GEN  rice 
(  al/g  mesa). 
SPEC  table 
'Because the tahte was used as  an eating place by Maria." 
To  achieve  the  same  sense  of importance  in  the  clause,  in  English  we 
would be more likely to say Becallse lv1ARIA  ate there, with focal  stress on 
Maria,  rather than  use  a  passive  constmction.  In  the Tagalog as  weil,  ni 
AI{{ria is wi!pin the focus of the assertion, not a backgrounded or incidental 
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Anothcr  important  reaSOll  we  would  say  tbc  passive  translatinIls  an: 
inappropriatc  is  that  there  is  110  derivational  relationship  or  markedness 
difference  bctween the  actor 1'ocus  and  the  other 1'ocus  constmctions. All 
are  derived;  there  is  no  "basic" form,  they  are  simply different  ways  of 
profiling an event. 2' 
It  is  also  possible  to  have  a  bene1'active  pivot  in  a  Tagalog  cJause. 
Example  (28a)  is  an  actor  pivot  clause  with  an  oblique  bene1'active 
argument marked by the bendactive preposition para kar,  while (28b) has 
the benefactive argument as tbe pivot. 
a,  Nag/ufo  si  Maria  ng  kanin  para kay  luall. 
cooked-AP  SPEC  Mafia  GEN  riee  BEN  Juan 
'Maria cooked rice  for Juan,' 
b.  Pil/aglllfO  l1i  lvlaria  ng  kanin  si  llian. 
cookecl-BP  GEN  Mafia  GEN  riee  SPEC  Juan 
'.Juan was cooked riee by  Maria: 
Tbc pivot can also appear in sentence-initial position before the verb "'hen 
the predicate is  marked by 0)'.  This form emphasizes the topical nature of 
the pivot argument. 
(29)  a.  Si  Maria  a\'  kUllwin  /lg  ktln in  sa  mesa. 
SPEC  Maria  PM  eating-AP  GEN  rice  LOC  table 
'Maria ate rice at the table." 
b.  Si  lI/all  Uy  pinag/lffo  111  Maria  IIg  kallill. 
SPEC  Juan  PrvI  eooked-BF  GEN  1\laria  GEN  riee 
.  J  uan was eookecl riee by Maria: 
One  01'  the  controversies  surrounding the  system  01'  pivot  altel11ations  in 
Tagalog is  the nature of the pivot. While it  is the target 01' several syntactic 
processes, such as  relativization. and the  choice of pivot is  influenced by 
diseourse  factors  such  as  identifiability,  rcferentiality,  and 
does not always control cross-clause coreference and imperatives. The 
two  examples  in  (30)  differ in  tenns 01'  which  argument  is  the pivot, 
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llnkss tllere is some context tImt  makes it very c1ear that in (30a) it is Juan 
that  went  out,  cross-clause coreferenec is  eontrolled  by the  aetor  in  both 
clauscs. 
(30)  a.  Bil/igyal/  ng  peru  ni  lvfaria  si  llian 
b, 
gift-Bf 
1/llIla/ws. 
go.out 
GEN  money  GEN  Maria  SPEC  Juall 
'Juan \vas givell money by !\laria and (shel went out.' 
;Yaghigu\'  /lg  peru  kay  Juan  si  l\1.aria 
gift-AF  GE01  money  DAT  Juan  SPEC  Maria 
/lIIl1a/Jas. 
gO.Ollt 
'1\laria gave 1110ney to luan and (she) went out.' 
{/f 
and 
({( 
and 
Only \>,üh  the pivot in initial position, and marked by the predicate marker, 
as  in  (30c),  which  is  a  marked  construction,  will  a  non-actor  pivot 
definitely control cross-c1allse coreference: 
c.  Si  luan  0.\'  Ilg  peru  111  Maria 
SPEC  Juan  PM  gift-BP  GE01  money  GEN  Maria 
al  Illwahas. 
and  go.OU! 
'Juan was given money by Mafia and (he) went out.' 
Another problem is related to the fact  that all ofthe pivot-marked forms are 
derived: as  there is  110  'basic' f0l111,  what are we to say is the aJignmel1t of 
the pivot? Clearly the pivot in  Tagalog cannot be equated with "subject" in 
English or "S" in  the sense ohvord order typology, and e\'en if \Ve  were to 
ignore the ]1i\'ot and assmne that "s" is equivalent to ac tor. as word order is 
pragmatically controlled, there is 110 sense we  could say  15  VSO or 
VOS. 
Ta proPl'rly dcscribe  word order in  Tagalog, then,  we should say that 
generally (though  not obligatorily) the  clause  is  predicate-initial, and the 
position  01'  an  NP  is  determined  by  its  nature  as  pronominal  or lexical 286  Rand)' LaPollo ond DOIT PO(/ 
(pronominal  forms  being  second-position  clitics),  and  by  the  pragmatic 
status of the referent of the NP.  If the referent of the NP is  not part of the 
pragmatic presupposition, the NP will generally form a constituent with the 
predicate,  ami  so  generally  (though  not  obligatorily)  will  follow  the 
predicate but precede the pivot NP. If the referent is  part of the pragmatic 
presupposition, then if it  is the topic it  will be represented as the pivot NP 
(assuming a lexical NP appears in the clause - this is  not obligatory), and if 
it is not the topic, it will appear after the pivot NP. 
Conclusions 
We  have  seen  that  the  principles  that  determine  word  order  for  each 
language discussed are unique to those languages, even if there are some 
aspects  that  might  be  similar  across  languages.
25 
Differences  among  the 
uses  of word  order in  different  languages  are  also  not  discrete;  there  is 
immense variation. For example, English and Italian both might be said to 
have  grammaticalized  subject  as  a  grammatical  category,  if we  assume 
subject  is  a  cross-linguistic  category,  and  both  languages  have  been 
described  as  "SVO"  languages,  but  the  degree  to  which  grammatical 
relations determines word order is  different. If one of us  wants to tell  the 
other  the  news  that  Randy's  brother  Johnny  called,  we  would  say  in 
English JOHNNY called, with stress on Johnny, to show the eventive nature 
of the  utterance.  In  Italian.  while  word  order  is  not  as  pragmatically 
determined  as  in  Chinese,  the  word  order  of this  utterance  would  be 
different from that of English, ami more like Chinese (to get the eventive 
interpretation): Ha tele{onato Gianni. 
It is then problematic to assume that word order in  all languages can be 
described  using  concepts  such  as  "SOV"  or  "SVO",  etc.  that  assume 
universal  principles for the  determination of word order. If we  make the 
assumption of cross-linguistic comparability, we miss important facts about 
the principles that are involved in the structures of the langllages and about 
the  differences  among  languages,  and  are  led  to  forced  analyses  which 
cannot explain the pattems found (such as  trying to force example (22.b4) 
into  a  subject-object  analysis).  We  need  to  describe  the  principles  that 
detennine  word  order in  each  language  we  describe.  We  are  not  saying 
comparison can't be done. What we are arguing for is  for a more rigorous 
way of describing languages and of doing typological comparison. We can 
make much more detailed and careful statements about what principles are 
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determining  word  order  in  each  langllage,  and  we  can  compare  the 
languages  llsing  those  more  detailed  descriptions,  such  as  talking  about 
what pivots have developed and how they influence constituent order, or in 
what ways information structure influences word order.
20 
Notes 
I.  As R.  M.  W.  Dixon has frequently pointed out (personal communication), the 
term  "word  order"  is  something  of a  misnomer,  as  what  is  usually  talked 
about  under  this  heading  is  the  order of constituent phrases,  not  individual 
words. 
2.  Dryer (in  comments on  a draft of this  paper)  takes  sometbing of amiddie 
path.  arguing  that  'there  is  a  sharp  distinction  between  wh at  notions  are 
relevant to  classifying languages typologically and what notions  are  relevant 
to  describing  individual  languages',  that  is,  that  description  of individual 
languages should be  done using  language-specific categories, but typological 
classification  of languages  can  be  done  using just the  semantically-defined 
notions. 
3.  laPolla  (2002)  discusses  problems  witb  tbe  universals  tbat  have  been 
developed based on this methodology and the explanations for them. 
4.  The  assumption  of a  clause  with  two  full  NPs  as  the  basic  clause  type  is 
problematic as weil, as  this type of clause has been shown to  be relatively rare 
and marked  in  natural discourse. For example, lambrecht (1987) argues that 
SVO word order in  French  is  actually a minor and  marked word order (see 
also  Du  Bois  1985,  1987;  lambrecht  1994;  Hopper  1986;  Jacobsen  1993). 
Due  to  this  fact,  and  others,  Dryer (1997b)  argues  that  instead  of using the 
six-way typology of SO V,  SVO, VSO. etc., we should use two  separate two-
way typologies, OV vs. VO and SV vs. VS. 
5.  The category of verb is also not a universal category; word classes are defined 
purely  in  language-specific  morphosyntaetic  terms,  but  due  to  space 
!imitations the disCllssion here will be !imited to grammatical relations and the 
organizational principles ofthe clause. See Himmelmann (forthcoming) for an 
example of a  language  that  does  not  have  a  category  equivalent  to  English 
verbs. 
6.  Although the  terms "Finite" and "Subject" are often used as  if they are cross-
linguistic  categories  in  the  linguistics  literature,  we  are  here  using  them  as 
teclmical  tenns, and  are  defined  as  purely English-specific  phenomena.  Tbe 
analysis and the terms are from Halliday (1994). 
7.  Put  very  briefly,  the  Theme  is  the  starting point of the  message, relative to 
wb ich  tbe rest of tbe  message is  interpreted, and contrasts with tbe Rheme. the 
rest of the  clause.  In  Lnglish  tbere are certain elements, such as  interrogative 288  Randr La?olla alld DOI)' ?oa 
pronouns,  certain  subonJinatnrs,  al\d  conjunctiol1s,  that  arc  obligatorily 
thematie, anel  this influcnees intell)f<~tation, Languages diffcr in  tcrm" 01' \\'hat, 
if  anything,  is  ohligalorily  Ihematie.  This  i5  another  importanL  yel 
unexplored. aspeet of word order Iypology. 
8.  Thi5 is  at least partly why  English requires  an  oyert Subject in  eaeh clause. 
Simply  a  is or  i5  not a ''pro-drop'' languagc also does not tell 
lIS  anything, as  wc would \\ant to  know  in  whieh eontexts pronOllns are not 
used  or are not  obligatory. and  why pronolllls  are  or are  not  obligatOl'y  in 
eel1ain contexts. 
9.  Briefly, a pivot is  a noun  that  i5  singled out tor special treatment in  a 
eonstruetion;  it  il1volve5  a  restrietcd l1eutralization of semantie roles for  the 
purposes  of  constraining  the  idcntifieation  of  referents.  Pivots  are 
eonstruetion-specifie.  A  and S or P and S (Dixon 1972, 1979: we 
use "P"  here instead of "0" for the semantic roje, as "0" is being used for the 
grammatical rclation), A  mayor may not show evidencc of pi\ ots. 
and  may  grammaticalize different kinds of pivols in  different eOl1structions. 
(See Van Valin and LaPolla 1  Ch,6). 
10.  Dryer 1997 is  an excellent criticism of the idca of  relations as a 
eross-linguistic  phenomenon.  Dryer  argues  wc  shotlId  treat  grammatical 
relations the same as other language-specifie  such as Ihe \\'ord and 
individual  phonemes,  That  we  woulcl  not just  say  'There  are  words  in 
language X', bul would give thc  definitions for the different 
types of words found  in  the  langnage.  He  mentions word  order as  another 
language-speeific phenomenon. but does not  detailed  arguments,  Craft 
(2001 J,  to  some extent following Dryer, also argues  uni\'ersal notions 
of grammatical relations (and many other types of structure), but  again  does 
not disCllss the quest ion 01' word order uni\'ersals, 
11.  Abbreviations  llsed:  ALL  allative,  AI'  aetor  pivot,  ASSOC  assoeiative.  BI' 
benefactive  pivot,  CL  classifier,  CO:vII'AR  comparative,  CS\1  01' state 
marker,  EXI'  experiential,  II'  instrumental  pi\'ot  LI'  locative  pi\ot.  '\EG 
negative,  p:q  predicate marker.  P"i  proper name.  ~T"T  stative.  SPEC  specific 
artiele. UI' undergoer pivot. 
] 2.  Textbooks on typology, e.g,  Whaley  1997, often eite Chinese as an 
of a language that  marks grammatical relations llsing word order, but Ihis  i5 
incorrecl. 
13·  The two NPs in  (18) could also be "inlerchanged" \Vith  110  in  the 1\\'0 
possible meanings. 
14,  See also Lambrecht 191\7;  Herring 1989. 1990; LaPolla 1995a; Van Valin ami 
LaPolla ICh.  5  on  the relationship  between information  structure  and 
word order. 
15.  Very  ot1en  in  disCllssions  of Chinese  two  different  types  of information 
relevantto referents, identitiability and topicalfoeal nahIre. are confused. and 
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,0 it  is  asslIll1ed that wonl order marks "dcfiniteness"  in  Chinese, See LaPolla 
1995a for arguments why this is not the case. 
16  r\1ei  Tsu-lil1  (1961: (53)  argued  against  the  traditional doctrine that saw  the 
subJect-predieate distinctiol1 in grammar as parallel to the particular-universal 
distinction  in  logie, as  he said it  was a retlex of an Indo-European bias, and 
could not be valid. as 'Chinese ... does not admit a distinetion into subject and 
predicate' (in the Aristotelian sense). 
The Ülmous  bii  eonstructiol1  also  has  a  structure  like  Ihis.  The particle  bi/, 
\\hich marks  the  topie-comment division  in clauses where  it  is  used, 
dc\doped  In  disambiguate  non-agentive  non-foeal  elemenlS  appearing  in 
preverbal position as secondary topics (see Chao  1968:74~  75). 
18.  In Chinese wc often find verb-final clauses with t\\'o NPs before the verb, but 
the verb-final structure that results does not have the same pragmatic structure 
as  unmarked  foeus  structure  in  verb-final  languages.  such  as  many  01'  the 
Tibeto-Burman  as  both NPs are non-focaL  In  the  Tibeto-Burman 
languages  Ihat  do  not  lIse  word  order  to  mark  semantic  or  grammatical 
relations, the lInmarked fOCllS  is  immediately before the verb, and so 
most  often  a  1'iP-NP-V  structure  will  be  simple  topic-comment,  with  the 
second NP being within the fOCllS  ami not a secondary topic,  Incidentally, it  is 
because  these  languages  do  not  use  \\'ord  order  to  mark  seman tie  and 
grammatical  relations that we often find  the  developrncnt 01' agentive andior 
anti-agentive rnarking (LaPolla I  1994, 1995b), 
19,  In  the past,  this eonstruetioll was often (inappropriately) ealled  the "retained 
object" construction, 
20,  Lazard  (1999)  Llses  the term "omnipredicative" for  like  Tagalog: 
Himmelmann  (forthcoming)  while  establ  two  morpho-lexical  form 
classes, arglIes  that there are  no torm dass distinetions relevant to  syntaetic 
position. 
21.  In  Tagalog there are t\\O sets of pronouns, one whieh is  similar in  distribution 
to  the  ang-marked  form  of the  noun.  appcaring  as  pivot  and  for  specific 
referents. and one \\'hich  has thc same distribution  as the IIg-markcd  forms, 
appearing as non-pivot and genitive pronoun. The pivot pronouns are called 
"ollg pronouns", as they take the plaee of the argument that would otherwise 
take  the  (lng  article  if it  was  a  COl11mOl1  noun.  The  pronoul1s  are  seeond-
position  clilies.  and  so  ean  appear  between  elements  of  the  predieate 
(effccti\ely  creating  a  discontinuous eonstituent).  lt  is  also  possible  for  an 
undcrstood topic to not appear at all in  the clause. In  the answer in  (27), most 
prohably 'the table'  would be referred to with a zero pronoun or possibly an 
(/I/g pronoun, 
22  Th is  is  not  to  say  a  focal  NP  must  not  be  the  ollg  argument.  In  a  eleft 
construction,  the  usual  form  for  ans\\'ering  question-word  questions.  the 
NP takes  the  (/Ilg  article, ür its  equivalcnt für personal names, si, 290  Ralleh· LaPo/la mu! Don' 12011 
in answer to the question 'Who cooked the rice')' thc answer eould be as 
in  (i). 
(i)  Si  A1aria  (lilg  naghao  ng  kanin. 
SPEC  Maria  SPEC  cooked-AP (JEN  nce 
'The one who cooked the rice was Maria.' 
In this  construction the verb is  nominalized  by  the allg  so  the whole 
cOl1structiol1  is  an  eqllational clause made up of two NPs  (there is  110  copula 
in 
23.  Himmelmann  (2002)  uses  the  term  "valeney-neutral  alternatives"  or 
"symmetrical voiee system"  for this type of system. 
24.  Given that the  same marking  (Ilg)  is  used for intra noun  phrase relations and 
intra-c1ausal  relations,  it  is  possible  to  take  the  position,  as  Himmelmann 
( 1991) and  Lazard ( 1999) have done, that all  c1auses  in  Tagalog are equative 
c1auses. Ir this were proven to  be the  case, it  would be  an  even  more radical 
departure from  the  coneeption of all  elauses as  being deseribable as  "SOV". 
ete. 
25.  We 111ight have also discussed Riau Indonesian. which Gil (19941 arglIes has a 
radically underspeeified clause structure. 
26.  See  Van  Valin  and  LaPolla  I  Chapter  5,  for  so me  discussion  of 
differences in  constituent order due to differences of information struclllre. 
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